Management of clubfoot by Ponseti technique — our experience
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Abstract

We report our experience of using the Ponseti method for the treatment of congenital idiopathic clubfoot. From August 2007 to July 2010 we treated 107 feet in 79 patients by this method with the mean follow-up time of 15 months (6 to 24). The standard protocol described by Ponseti was used except that, when necessary, percutaneous tenotomy of tendo-achillis were performed under general anesthesia in the operation theatre and change of plaster fortnightly. The Pirani score was used for assessment. The objectives of the study were to access the results in terms of the number of casts applied, the need for tenotomy of tendo achillis and recurrence of the deformity. Tenotomy was required in 87 of the 107 feet. Ten feet failed to respond to the initial treatment regimen and required extensive soft-tissue release. Of the 97 feet which responded to initial casting, 35 (32.71%) had a recurrence, 19 of which were successfully treated by repeat casting and/or tenotomy and casting. The remaining 16 required extensive soft-tissue release and external fixator application. Poor compliance with the foot-abduction orthoses (Denis Browne splint) was thought to be the main cause of failure in these patients.
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Congenital idiopathic clubfoot is a common but complex deformity of foot in an otherwise normal child consisting of four components: cavus, forefoot adductus, heel varus and equinus. Some authors include atrophy of calf muscle with decrease in foot size and tibial length as associated components. Various degrees of medial tibial torsion may be associated with clubfoot but one must remind that normally, children have approximately 5° of internal tibial torsion at birth, which progresses to 10-15° in the adult. The goal of treatment is to reduce or eliminate the four deformities and the patient have a functional, pain-free, plantigrade foot, with good mobility and without calluses, and does not need to wear modified shoes.

The estimated birth prevalence is 1 per 1000 live birth with male to female ratio of 3:1 and 40% bilateral cases. The causes of congenital idiopathic clubfoot is unknown. Various theories have been proposed including muscular, viral, genetic, anatomical, environmental factors and the effect of the position in utero. It is still a debate whether pathology at the talus or soft tissues along the posteromedial aspect is the causative factor. One study shows that the earliest changes occurs at the cells and collagen fibres of the medial ankle ligaments and another study shows that the muscle imbalance around the ankle
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as the aetiological factor of the idiopathic club foot. Chromosomal deletion [on chromosome 2 (2q31-33) (related to the CASP10 gene)] has been found associated with clubfoot in one of the study10. Assessments of the severity of the deformity include imaging like radiograph, ultrasound, and MRI. The latter two used to visualise the non-ossified parts of the skeleton. Radiographs of the infant foot are difficult to interpret and hence, clinical examination remains the optimum means of assessment (Ponseti and Smoley system, Harrold and Walker system, Catterall system and Diméglio et al)11. Pirani and Diméglio scoring systems are commonly used classification systems for clinical practice with both systems having very good interobserver reliability and reproducibility8,12. Podograms may also be taken for documentation13.

It has become a general rule to start treatment as soon as possible after birth with the initial treatment being non-surgical1. Many methods have been described in the literature (Kite technique, Ponseti method, French method, Ponseti modification etc.)5-8,14-16 which are mostly serial manipulation and casting. Ponseti method has become famous after the author reported successful correction in 85% - 90% cases without need for posteromedial release. The correction achieved has been reported as being long lasting with some patients followed up to their fourth or fifth decade.1,17

Material and Methods

In our study we have included 107 idiopathic club feet, 79 patients (28 bilateral), 56 males and 23 females of 15 days to 1 year age group using Ponseti method of management. The study was conducted from August 2007 to July 2010 with maximum follow-up of two years. Secondary causes of talipes equinovarus and clubfoot associated with other deformities were excluded from this study. The patient and examination data were recorded in a ‘Clubfoot Proforma’. This database included a detailed birth history and family history. Examination findings included side involved, grading of severity using Pirani score, other skeletal examination and the neuromuscular assessment.

Comment: Inclusion criteria needs to be more specified. Upper age limit of inclusion is preferably 9 months; though 1 year also can be accepted.

The results were evaluated for correction of deformity, the number of casts required, the need for tenotomy of tendo-achillis, relapse of the deformity and surgery required. We use the protocol as described by Dr. Ignacio Vives Ponseti5 with little modification that instead of the weekly change of plaster we did fortnightly and tenotomy of tendo-achillis [Fig.1], when required, was done under general anaesthesia in Operation Theatre under proper aseptic and antiseptic precaution which Ponseti does under local anaesthesia. Tenotomy was indicated when hindfoot score >1 and midfoot score <1in Pirani scoring. After the last cast, the feet were kept with the foot abduction orthosis (Denis Browne splint). The orthosis consists of an open toe high-top straight last leather shoes attached to a bar with adjustable plastic screw [Fig.2]. The parents were advised to let the child use the orthosis for full time basis (23 hrs a day) for three months and thereafter at night time up to 3-4 years. The orthosis was kept at 70° external rotation on both sides for bilateral cases or 30-40° of external rotation on the normal side in unilateral cases. The verbal report given by the parents at follow-up was used to assess the compliance of the use of the splint. Follow-ups were done every 3 - weekly after the splint is given for the first 2 months and every 12-16 weeks thereafter. The result was designated as good (<0.5), fair (0.5-2) and poor (>2) using Pirani scoring system.

Results

The mean age of the patients was 12 weeks (3 to 48). Of the 79 study populations (patients) 51(64.56%) presented within 3 months of birth, 17(21.52%) between 3 and 6 months and 11 (13.92%) between 6 months and one year of age. Eight patients (10.13%) had already received 2-3 manipulations and plastering at some other centre. At the commencement, the severity of the case was assessed with Pirani scoring system and found the mean score of 5 (range- 4 to 6). The mean cast applied was 7 (range - 5 to 9). Ten failed (9.34%) to respond to casting (rigid cases) even up to 5 casts and were treated
by posteromedial soft tissue release (PMSTR). *Eighty-seven* feet (81.31%) underwent percutaneous tenotomy of tendo-achillis under general anaesthesia.

Of the 107 feet 97 (90.65%) responded to initial casting. The average time taken from the first cast to the full correction was 14 weeks (*range* - 10 to 18). After the successful treatment recurrence of the deformity occurred in 35 feet (32.71%) of which 11 feet were treated with replastering alone [mean plaster applied was 3 (*range* - 2 to 4)]. *Eight* of the recurrent feet were treated with tenotomy and replastering and 10 with PMSTR. *Six* feet were treated with universal mini external fixator (UMEX) system application.

*Most of the parents/guardians complained of difficult in maintaining the protocol of using the foot abduction orthosis. Other problems commonly faced were breakage of the plaster cast and slippage of the cast more in the first 2-3 plastering. Complications like pressure sore over the talar head occurred in 4 feet and skin erosion occurred in 5 feet. The most commonly occurred complication was mild swelling of the feet.*

**Discussion**

Ponseti technique of serial manipulation and casting is being employed vastly in many of the CTEV treating
centres. Many authors have published their experiences. Ponseti and Smoley\textsuperscript{21} reported that by this method of manipulation surgery was avoided in 89\% of cases. In Ponseti method of management\textsuperscript{19,20} the first element of correction is the cavus deformity by positioning the forefoot in proper alignment with the hindfoot. Cavus, which is due to the pronation of the forefoot in relation to the hindfoot requires only elevating the first ray of the forefoot to achieve a normal longitudinal arch of the foot. The forefoot is supinated not too high or too flat so that the plantar surface of the foot reveals a normal appearing arch. For subsequent correction of adductus and varus, alignment of the forefoot with the hindfoot is necessary to give an effective abduction movement of the foot. Using the stabilised talor head as fulcrum the foot is abducted. Pronation or evasion of the foot and external rotation of the foot to correct adduction while calcaneus remains in varus are to be avoided. Eversion of the calcaneus to correct heel varus (Kite’s error) is not possible unless the calcaneus is abducted (i.e., laterally rotated) under the talus. Kite\textsuperscript{14} explained in his method of correction to abduct the forefoot against pressure at the calcaneocuboid joint which Ponseti described as Kite’s error. It blocked the correction of hindfoot varus and internal rotation.

In our study we could avoid extensive open surgery in 81 feet (75.70\%) which is slightly less than that of Ponseti and smoley\textsuperscript{21} (89\%), Changulani M \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{5} (81\%) or Agrawal \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{7} (96.7\%). The main factor of low satisfactory result/recurrence was the noncompliance of use of the foot abduction orthosis, same as with many other studies.\textsuperscript{1,3,7,8,15,21} Dobbs \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{2} in their study predicted that the most strongly associated variable with an increase risk of recurrence is noncompliance of the orthosis followed by educational level of the parents.

We assess the result of satisfaction using Pirani scoring system and regarded satisfactory with the score (good + fair). Pirani scoring system\textsuperscript{8,18,19} is based on six clinical signs of contracture. Each is scored according to the following: 0, no abnormality; 0.5, moderate abnormality; 1, severe abnormality. The six signs are separated into three related to the hindfoot (severity of the posterior crease, emptiness of the heel and rigidity of the equinus), and three related to the mid foot (curvature of the lateral border of the foot, severity of the medial crease and position of the lateral part of the head of the talus). Thus hindfoot score ranged between 0 and 3, mid foot score between 0 and 3 making a total score between 0 and 6.

Percutaneous tenotomy was performed in 87 feet (81.31\%) and was not associated with any complication. However, Changulani \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{1} reported one case of neurovascular damage and Dobbs \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{2} while performing tenotomy in 200 clubfeet produce serious bleeding in 4 patients either due to injury to the peroneal artery or lesser saphenous vein. Complications like pressure sore, skin erosion and mild swelling occurred during plastering. One limitation of this study was the non-availability of any objective tool to measure the compliance. Verbal reports were used, which might have been overreported or underreported. \textit{Small number of patients and short follow-up of two years may also limit to generalise the study result.}

To conclude Ponseti technique of gentle manipulation and groin to toe plaster cast along with percutaneous tendo-achilles tenotomy is an effective treatment for congenital idiopathic clubfoot and reduces the need for extensive corrective surgery. Compliance to the use of the brace is the major factor to prevent recurrence. A long-term follow-up will decide the result to equate as par Ponseti’s result.
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